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A B S T R A C T

Submicron-sized extra-cellular vesicles generated by budding from the external cell mem-
branes, microparticles (MPs) are important actors in transfusion as well as in other medical
specialties. After briefly positioning their role in the characterization of labile blood prod-
ucts, this technically oriented chapter aims to review practical points that need to be
considered when trying to use flow cytometry for the analysis, characterization and ab-
solute counting of MP subsets. Subjects of active discussions relative to instrumentation
will include the choice of the trigger parameter, possible standardization approaches re-
quiring instrument quality-control, origin and control of non-specific background and of
coincidence artifacts, choice of the type of electronic signals, optimal sheath fluid and sample
speed. Questions related to reagents will cover target antigens and receptors, multi-color
reagents, negative controls, enumeration of MPs and limiting artifacts due to unexpected
(micro-) coagulation of plasma samples. Newly detected problems are generating inno-
vative solutions and flow cytometry will continue to remain the technology of choice for
the analysis of MPs, in the domain of transfusion as well as in many diverse specialties.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this review is to update technical condi-
tions for the analysis and counting of microparticles (MPs)
using flow cytometry (FCM) with the objective to apply this
to the characterization of labile blood products and to clin-
ical studies related to transfusion. We will first evoke briefly
the different processes that may induce or limit the gen-
eration of MPs in labile blood products and the potential
consequences of MPs in these products. Then, we will discuss
pre-analytical and analytical conditions in more details.

2. Microparticles in labile blood products

Several publications report the presence of MPs, and some-
times microvesicles (or its abbreviation MVs), in labile blood
products [1–29] (Table 1). Since the term of MVs is often used
in the literature to define either ectosomes alone or both
ectosomes and exosomes, it represents a large heteroge-
neous group more recently named extracellular vesicles
(abbreviation EVs [31]). In this review, we will use the term
of MPs to refer to ectosomes, the only ones that may be de-
tectable by FCM. MPs correspond to particles with a diameter
of less than 1 μm produced from cell membranes by a mech-
anism called vesiculation or budding [32]. These MPs are not
only generated during apoptotic process or after cell activa-
tion [7,13], but also in response to shear conditions [33–35].
They may originate from the cells that are transfused (i.e., red
blood cells [RBC] [1,9,10,12,13,15,16,18,19,24,25,29] or plate-
lets [3–7,17,21–23,26,28,36]) or from contaminants, such as
leucocytes [20,33]. They can be produced in vivo after trans-
fusion as a physiological process, or before transfusion as a
consequence of the preparation process including: storage
[1,4–7,10,12,13,15,19–21,28,29,36], filtration or leukoreduction
[9,11,14,18,23,27] (Table 1) and as reviewed in this Theme [37].
Alternatively, they can also be present in the plasma to be
transfused, since MPs can be detected in frozen fresh plasma
(FFP) [2,11,14,20,27]. Indeed, they pre-exist in platelet-poor or
platelet-free plasma (PPP) fractions obtained by centrifuga-
tion from whole blood samples and are also known as
circulating MPs. The major circulating MPs found in healthy
donors are platelet-derived MPs (PMPs) followed by RBC-

derived MP (RMPs or Ery-MPs) [38]. Endothelial cell-derived
MP (EMPs) can also be found at very low levels in blood, but
their levels may increase in some pathological situations
[39,40]. Nevertheless, some publications report their detec-
tion in labile blood products [20,21]. Many processes to which
blood products are exposed may generate MPs. This is the case,
for instance, of pathogen inactivation/reduction technolo-
gies [17,41], the use of conservation solutions [15], or even
contact with bag [4] (Table 1). Platelet or RBC collection
methods may also affect MP generation. Thus, apheresis plate-
lets expected to be purer than platelet products obtained from
whole blood via buffy coats or platelet-rich plasma demon-
strate an increased load of PMPs or RMPs after storage [23].
Overall, the different steps involved in the preparation of labile
blood products (Table 1), and especially their storage, gener-
ate MPs that may have functional consequences in transfused
patients. Increased MP formation may be directly related to
the “storage lesions”, well-known by the transfusion commu-
nity and common to both RBC and platelet concentrates. One
has to mention that blood storage is responsible not only for
increased MP formation, but also for the modification of MP
composition over time [33], and in particular variation of
phosphatidylserine (PS) expression [10,13] and more gener-
ally in the membrane lipids profile [42,43]. This is not
surprising since the modifications of RBC content and surface
are well known features of storage lesions [44]. In contrast,
filtration of blood products may possibly reduce their MP
content [11,14,27]. Before evoking the potential functions of
MPs in blood products, one has also to specify that the number
of MPs in the bags vary from one donor to another [12,26].
This highlights that in parallel with the development of ad-
equate MP quantification methods, clinical studies in transfused
patients and experimental models have to be performed in
order to assess the correlation between the side effects of trans-
fusion and MP content.

2.1. Potential functions of labile blood product-contained
microparticles

It is now widely admitted that MPs are new players in
intercellular communication. Indeed, MPs are considered as
critical effectors involved in numerous biological pro-
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